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Several authors have constructed series solutions of the one-dimensional 
spatially inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation of which the WKB approximation 
is the first term. We will apply their methods to find nonmonochromatic series 
solutions of the wave equation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider wave phenomena governed by the equation 
Monochromatic solutions have been studied by several authors. For our purposes 
especially the work of Bremmer [l], Broer [2], Broer and Van Vroonhoven [3], 
and Liouville [4] is important. In this section we sketch briefly those of their 
methods that apply to our purpose, i.e., to the Cauchy problem for (1). For more 
details of these monochromatic solutions we refer to the references given. 
If 95 satisfies 
then 
4zx + &) d = 0, P(x) = d-2(x), 
@ = 4 exp{ -z&t}, w > 0, 
(2) 
is a solution of (1). It is well known that the WKB approximations 
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are “good’ approximations of solutions of (2) if K(x) is “slowly” varying, i.e., 
for example, if 
k-2 1 k’ j = w-1 / c’ / -g 1 
or 
k-3 1 k” ; z “, -2~3 I(c-l)” j< I. 
(A prime denotes differentiation with respect to x.) 
Convergent series that have linear combinations of 4, and $- as their first 
term were given by Bremmer [l], Broer [2], B roer and Van Vroonhoven [3], and 
Liouville [4]. Let us consider a situation where there is a smooth transition from 
a value c- as x -+ -CO to a value c+ as x -+ + CD such that the solutions of (2) 
consist of uncoupled waves travelling to the left and to the right at infinity. 
First we describe Liouville’s and Broer’s method. The transformation 
which will be called the Liouville transformation, transforms (2) into the “flat- 
tened” equation 
where 
$zz f w2* = (b2 - b) #, (4) 
/jzIdc 
2c az 
and a dot denotes differentiation with respect to z. 
We try to find a series olution of (4) by successive approximation in which the 
right-hand side of (4) is treated as a perturbation because the profile is supposed 
to be “slowly” varying. 
If, for example, one searches for the solution that consists of an incoming 
wave of prescribed amplitude and of an unknown outgoing wave as x -+ -co, 
and that only consists of an outgoing wave as x -+ too, then we find using the 
proper Green function 
$44 = f !P”‘(4> 
n=O 
where 
and 
#(o)(z) = c1 exp(iwz} (CY constant) (5) 
t/!J'"'(z) = & jt‘ exp{iw / z - zr I> (b2 - b) z+!J(+~) dz, . 
?j 
This series converges absolutely and uniformly for all x if 
s +a 1 b2 - b 1 dz -< 2~0, -co (6) 
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and then it represents the solution. In the same manner a series olution can be 
constructed that only consists of an outgoing wave of prescribed amplitude as 
x + co. A sufficient condition for the convergence then is 
s +m [b2 -b [ dz <co. -02 
Second we sketch Bremmer’s method. Bremmer approximated the profile 
C(X) by a number of thin homogeneous layers. The reflection of a wave incoming 
from x = ---CO is taken into account by successively adding the contributions 
of the waves that have undergone a fixed number of reflections. Then one passes 
to the limit of the thickness of the layers tending to zero. If $y+‘) denotes the 
contribution that is the result of 2n + 1 reflections, and if c$?) stands for the 
contribution due to 2n reflections, then we find 
By addition one finds the total wave travelling to the left and to the right, 
respectively: 
(9) 
The convergence of these series has been studied thoroughly especially by 
Atkinson [5] and more recently by Verheggen [6]. Atkinson proved that they 
converge absolutely and uniformly for all x if 
If the series (9) converge, 4 = $L + & satisfies (2) as can be seen in the following 
way. From (8) it follows that c$~ and & satisfy 
and the required result is obtained by differentiation. Because 4 = c$& + & is a 
solution of (2) for any solution of (1 l), (11) is called an amplitude splitting. The 
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series (9) can be seen to originate from an approach of (11) by successive approx- 
imation such that the right-hand side is treated as a perturbation. 
We notice that the Liouville transformation (3) transforms (11) into the follow- 
ing amplitude splitting of (4): 
(12) 
Of course, a solution of (11) and hence of (12), that has the other normalization, 
can also be found. The convergence condition we find then is 
whereas condition (10) is 
(13) 
Now, let us indicate very roughly how one can construct nonmonochromatic 
series solutions of (I) using these concepts. We will work it out in more detail 
in the later sections. 
First the counterpart of Liouville’s and Broer’s method. The Liouville 
transformation 
z 
y = c-1,2@ > z== i 
c-1(x1) dxl (14) 
transforms (I) into 
Yf/,, - Y,, = (b2 - b) Y. (15) 
A series solution can be constructed by successive approximation treating the 
right-hand side as a perturbation. 
Also, Bremmer’s method can be used to describe the reflection of an incident 
nonmonochromatic wave. This leads to the following amplitude splitting of (1): 
CD& - L,c-wDi, - C&DIt == - ‘,c-lc’@, , 
Bifs - 2&3D, + c-wrt = - ;c-MD, . 
(16) 
It is easily verified by differentiation that if QL and CD, satisfy (16), CD = ap, + CD? 
is a solution of (1). And again the solution that is found by Bremmer’s method 
can be seen to originate from successive approximation applied to (16). There- 
fore we can forget about the way we reached at equations (16). We notice that 
the Liouville transformation transforms (16) into an amplitude splitting of (15): 
Y,, - YL, = -by,, 
Y?, + Y,, = -bYL . 
(17) 
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In the next sections we will make all this more precise, and we apply it to the 
Cauchy problem. 
2. SERIES SOLUTIONS OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
We consider the Cauchy problem 
@3cI - c-“(x) @it = 0, 
@(x, 0) = CD”(x), @t(x, 0) = @,0(4, 
(18) 
for --co < x < + co, t 3 0. We restrict ourselves to classical solutions, i.e., 
to solutions @ E C2. C” denotes the set of complex-valued functions that are m 
times continuously differentiable with respect to x and t for --co < x < + co 
and t > 0, including all mixed derivatives up to the mth order. 
C will be the set of continuous functions for -CO < x < +oo and t > 0. 
We assume that @O is twice continuously differentiable and DtO once. Moreover 
we assume that c(x) is subjected to the following restrictions: 
(i) c(x) is twice continuously differentiable; 
(ii) C(X) > 0 satisfies jzO +(x1) dx, = CO and j?m c-‘(x1) dx, = co. 
These conditions admit the Liouville transformation (14), and the Cauchy 
problem (18) is transformed into 
!lfy,, - Ytu,, = (b2 - b) ul, 
Y(x, 0) = YO(.+ Y&z, 0) = Y?(x), 
(1% 
where ---CO < x < fco, t > 0, and the initial values can be expressed readily 
in terms of the old ones. 
Initial-value problem (19) is equivalent to an initial-value problem for its 
amplitude splitting (17): 
Y&z, 0) = Y&O(X) = +Yo(x) + &l’“(x) s,’ Y,o(xl) c-1’2(x1) dx, + &2(x), 
Y&z, 0) = Yp(x) = gYo(z) - ?p2(2) s,’ Y:(x,) c-l’2(x1) dx, - &2(x). 
(20) 
Here a may be assigned arbitrarily. By inspection the following assertions can 
immediately be verified. 
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Y = Y& -+- YT is a solution of (19) if Y, and YT constitute a twice continu- 
ously differentiable solution of (20). C onversely, if Y is a solution of (19) 
unique Y’, and ‘u, exist, both twice continuously differentiable, such that they 
satisfy (20) and such that Y = YL f Y’,: 
Y,(x, t) = &Y(z, t) + ; Iot (b(z) Y(z, tl) -: Y&i, t,)} dt, 
-!- $c”“(z) IO’ Y,o(z,) c+‘~(z~) dz, A- m”“(a), 
(21) 
Y&, t) = $Y(z, t) - ;:. “ {6(x) Y(z, tl) $- Y&z, tl)j dt, 
0 
- ~c”‘(z) joz Y/‘(q) c-l p(z1) dz, - CZC~‘~(Z). 
We transform the Cauchy problems (19) and (20) into integral equations in an 
appropriate function space. Thereupon we will prove that these are uniquely 
soluble by their Neumann expansions. This method is exactly the method used 
in many textbooks to prove the unique solvability of such Cauchy problems. 
Let us first transform (19) into an integral equation. Let D(x, , to) be the 
closed triangle in the (z, Q-plane bounded by the z-axis and the characteristics 
through (z,, to). If we integrate the differential equation over D(z, t), we obtain 
the equivalent integral equation: 
yJ(z, t) =A(z, t)-; sr,,z,,, (b” - b) Yd% 4 ’ YE c. (22) 
Here A is defined by 
A(z, t) = ~Y”(z - t) + $Y”(z + t) -i- f Jz.vf Yt dz, . 
z-t 
(23) 
In a similar way the initial-value problem (20) can be transformed into a set of 
integral equations. Integrating the two equations in (20) along their character- 
istics we obtain 
(Y, 7 Y?) E c x c, 
Y;(z, t) == Y,O(z + t) A- 
s 
t 6(-s c z + t) Yf(--s i z + t, s) ds, 
0 
Yl(Z, t) -= YTO(Z - t) - 1’ b(s + z - t) !P& t z - t, s) as. 
(24) 
0 
In both cases the equivalence is easily proved. 
Next we will prove that the integral equations (22) and (24) are uniquely 
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solvable by the conventional Neumann expansions. For (22) and (24) we write 
formally 
xi = xi0 + sixi , i= 1,2. (25, 26) 
First we consider these equations in D(zo , to) for arbitrary fixed z. and to . 
We denote by C(z, , to) the Banach space of complex-valued continuous func- 
tions in D(zo , to) with the maximum-modulus norm. In C(z, , to) x C(z, , to) 
we define the norm of (X, , X,) by the maximum of the norms of X, and X, . 
Let further bo and go be the maximum values of 1 b 1 and / b2 - d 1 in D(zo , to), 
respectively. S, and S, are bounded operators on C(z, , to) and C(z, , to) x 
wo > 0 t ), respectively. From the spectral theory of bounded operators on a 
Banach space (see, e.g., Taylor [7]) it is known that the equations 
xi = xi0 + A&Xi , i=l,2, (27,q 
are uniquely solvable and that the solutions are analytic functions of h if h does 
not belong to the spectrum of the relevant operator. The solutions of (27) and 
(28) have Taylor expansions (Neumann expansions) 
f iPsinxi (29, 30) 
VkO 
that certainly converge absolutely if ( h j is less than the infimum of the absolute 
values of the points in the spectrum. This infimum, the spectral radius, equals 
{l& )I Si” jll’n}-1. (31) 
Because we are merely interested in (25, 26), we need only know whether the 
spectral radii exceed the value 1. If they do (29, 30) represent he solutions of the 
integral equations of h is chosen 1. 
THEOREM 1. The spectral radius of S, and S, is injkite. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
We do this for S, . By induction we prove that for all n > 0, for any Z E C(z, , to), 
and for all (x, t) E D(zo , to) 
For II = 0, (32) is self-evident. Suppose (32) holds for n = VZ. Because 
(s?+lz) (? t) = - !i ,d dt, j-1:; dz,(b2 - b) (Slmz) (zl , tl) 
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we have 
In order to obtain global results, it is sufficient to notice that the above results 
are valid for any D(z, , to). Therefore the integral equations (25,26) are uniquely 
solvable in the original spaces by their Neumann expansions 
For i = 1 the series converges absolutely for all z and t, and uniformly in any 
finite domain. For i = 2 this is true for both series into which the Neumann 
expansion splits. 
Before we turn to the problem of the uniform convergence of these series, 
we notice that, of course, both series represent the same solution of the Cauchy 
problem. There exists a relation between the terms of these series imilar to the 
relation between the terms of the corresponding monochromatic series that has 
been exposed by Broer and Van Vroonhoven [3]. 
3. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE 
In this section we will examine the uniform convergence in the half-plane 
t > 0 of the series 
i = 1, 2. (33,34) 
For the series i= 2 it will prove possible to find sufficient conditions for uniform 
convergence, and even to show that in some sense these are best possible. 
However, we did not find nontrivial examples for which the series i = 1 is 
uniformly convergent. By nontrivial we mean b2 - b f: 0. In general the terms 
of the series are not all bounded, and the series is not uniformly convergent. But 
we also did not succeed in proving that the series is never uniformly convergent. 
First i = 2. It is rather obvious that the appropriate space to study the problem 
of the uniform convergence is the Banach space Ca x C’s . CB is the space of 
complex-valued, continuous, and bounded functions defined on the half-plane 
t 3 0, supplied with the sup-norm. 
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The norm of (Y, , Y,) E C, x C, is defined to be the maximum of the norms of 
!P$ and Y, . If we assume that 
(35) 
then S, is a bounded operator on C, x Cs . If we also suppose that both Y,O 
and YrO are uniformly bounded, we can regard (26) as an equation in C, x C’s . 
To examine the convergence of (34) in Cs x C, , we have to examine the spec- 
trum of Sa as an operator on Cs X C, . 
The series (34) converges if the spectral radius of 8, exceeds the value 1; 
for the spectral radius we still have expression (31). To obtain an estimate of the 
spectral radius of S, , it is convenient o introduce an operator T on C,(R) x 
C,(R), and to determine the spectral radius of T first. Here C,(R) is the Banach 
space of all complex-valued, continuous, and bounded functions on the real ine 
with sup-norm. T is for all x = (xr , xt) E C,(R) x C,(R) defined by 
(Tx)J (4 = j-w I b I XT dz, 9 
z 
(36) 
LEMMA. The spectral radius of T is 
(37) 
Proof. T is a compact operator. See, e.g., Atkinson [5] for the proof of the 
compactness of a similar operator. So we need only consider eigenvalues. Suppose 
that x = (x&, xr) is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue h: 
By differentiation we find 
x12 = --h I ZJ I XT 9 
XT2 = x I b I X& * 
These equations can be solved explicitly 
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Using the boundary conditions that follow from (38) we find the eigenvalues: 
j 
+= 
x 1 b 1 dz = + + kn, k = 0, &l, +2 ,..., 
--m 
which proves the lemma. 
From this we obtain an estimate of the spectral radius of S, . The spectral 
radius of S, is not smaller than that of T because for all n we have 
!I Tn II 2 II S,” II > (39) 
as can be proved simply by induction. Therefore we obtain as a corollary a 
convergence criterion for the series (34). 
COROLLARY. The series (34) converges in C, x C, definitely if 
s +=/bid+. -m (40) 
In the following theorem we prove that the result (40) is in some sense the 
best possible. 
THEOREM 2. The number 7~12 in (40) cannot be replaced by a larger number such 
that the corollary remains validfor allprojiles c(x) andfor allpossible initial values. 
Proof. Suppose that b(z) is nonnegative and such that 
I +=lb/dz>T. --cc 
(For nonpositive b the proof is the same.) Suppose YLo = 1 and ?PTo = 1. We 
will show that in this example 
II sCG” II = II Tn Ii . (41? 
So, in this example we have 
lim /j S,“Xzo I(i’n = i+i (1 T” jl1in = $ jtm Ib(dx>l. 
n+,m -cc 
Here we have used the lemma. By Cauchy’s convergence test the series diverges. 
To prove (41), we first remark that as a consequence of (39) 
Next we show that 
II S,“-G”!I < It T” II .
!i S,“X’,O /j 2 /i Tn /! . (42) 
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This is so because 
The step marked with an asterisk can be proved by induction. 
Using the definition of Tone immediately finds 
On combining this we find the required inequality (42), and the proof is 
complete. 
We did not succeed in finding nontrivial conditions that assure the uniform 
convergence of (33). This is essentially due to the fact that S, is not a continuous 
operator on C, . 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we discuss briefly two subjects that can be handled with 
essentially the same methods we described before. 
Up to now we were only concerned with the homogeneous wave equation. 
However, the methods we used apply also to the inhomogeneous case: 
at&, - c-2(x) Gtt =f(x, t). (43) 
The Liouville transformation (14) transforms (43) into 
Y*, - Yt, - (b2 - b) Y = h(x, t), 
h(z, t) = cS’“(z)f(x(z), t). 
(9 
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This equation can be solved by successive approximation, treating (bs - b) Y 
as a perturbation. 
There also exist amplitude splittings of (44); even an infinite number of them 
exist. For example: 
Y& - Y&t = --by’, + 4 
I 
t h(z, t1) dt, , 
0 
‘y,, + YTt = -bY, - & s” h(z, tl> fit, .
0 
These equations can be the starting point for an iterative procedure. Because 
the structure of the resulting series is the same as that of the series we discussed 
before, the convergence causes no extra problem. 
Next we want to discuss an interpretation fsystem (17) that is particularly of 
interest for energy considerations. It is well known that the wave equation (1) 
admits a conservation law 
Et+F,=O, 
E = &(@z*@y + C-~(X) @+*c&), 
F = - $(cDt*cDz + cDz*Qt). 
In many cases this represents conservation of energy. When E is the energy 
density F, or rather its time average, is the intensity. It is not difficult tosee that 
if CD is a solution of the wave equation, and Y is its Liouville transform, 
satisfy (17). The advantage of this interpretation is that it yields simple expres- 
sions for the energy density and the intensity: 
This result for nonmonochromatic waves is an extension of a remark by Broer 
and Van Vroonhoven [3]. They observe, for monochromatic waves, that among 
the many possible amplitude splittings the Bremmer splitting is the only one 
which at the same time splits also the energy density and the intensity and on the 
other hand is expressed in the field variables itself, not involving any derivatives. 
We solve (17) with initial conditions that follow from (45): 
409/w3-6 
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From the previous sections we know the convergence properties of the resulting 
series, and we need only multiply the series to find the density and the intensity 
of the energy; no differentiation isneeded. Here we should point out that the 
series thus found cannot be found by termwise differentiation f the original 
series. This is so although Pa and pT of (45) are the timederivatives of Y, and Y’? 
in (21). The new series amounts to a resummation of the termwise differentiated 
original series. Using the new series results concerning the energy transport can 
be obtained by termwise integration. Some results are stated in the following 
theorem. We leave out the proof. 
THEOREM. Suppose that the total amount of energy is Jinite: 
s +mIPJydZ< co, -03 /+mI?PIo12dz< co.--m 
Also assume that 
Then the integral 
s 
mF(z, t) at, 
0 
representing the total amount of energy passing at z, converges for all x and can be 
found by termwise integration. The energy content of any jinite interval approaches 
0 as t tends to CO. 
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